
New patented children’s New patented children’s furniturefurniture system system 
patented patented license for salelicense for sale

We look for serious investorWe look for serious investor



Welcome Welcome to the new era of to the new era of 
children’s children’s furniturefurniture

This presentation will show This presentation will show 
you:you: a fully developed producta fully developed product

a a masterpiece of genius masterpiece of genius 
engineering engineering 
a natural solution for children’s a natural solution for children’s 

furniture furniture 

A furniture system which can be adjusted to the needs of  a child A furniture system which can be adjusted to the needs of  a child 
from its birth to its adolescent yearsfrom its birth to its adolescent years..
This children furniture meets all the requirements of the 21st This children furniture meets all the requirements of the 21st 
century, since it is economical, environmentcentury, since it is economical, environment--friendly, practical, friendly, practical, 
enforces the idea of sustainable development.enforces the idea of sustainable development.



The for stages of a The for stages of a 
child's development: child's development: 

--babybaby
--rompersrompers
-- early adolescentearly adolescent

0 months to 6 months0 months to 6 months
The creator would like to stress upon the medical and The creator would like to stress upon the medical and 
infantinfant--care importance of the swinging cradle, as a first care importance of the swinging cradle, as a first 
sleeping and living area of an infant, of major importance sleeping and living area of an infant, of major importance 
in the development ofin the development of
their nervoustheir nervous
system, center system, center 
of equilibrium, etc.of equilibrium, etc.



Baby (0Baby (0--6 months):6 months):

baby dresserbaby dresser cradlecradle

shelfshelf

-- reminds the infant of the reminds the infant of the 
conditions in the mother’s womb, conditions in the mother’s womb, 
which is very pleasant for the which is very pleasant for the 
infant. infant. 

The suspended cot:The suspended cot:

-- due to the mild swaying, the due to the mild swaying, the 
baby staying in a cot cries less baby staying in a cot cries less 
according to findingsaccording to findings
-- develops vestibular develops vestibular 
(equilibrium) system(equilibrium) system
-- promotes early movement, promotes early movement, 
resulting in safer walking laterresulting in safer walking later

-- according to findings, babies according to findings, babies 
growing up in suspended, swaying growing up in suspended, swaying 
cots are more skilled, calmer that the cots are more skilled, calmer that the 
ones staying on fix surfaces ones staying on fix surfaces 



Late adolescent(10 Late adolescent(10 -- 15 years):15 years):

learning and computer learning and computer 
desk with selfdesk with self

bedbed



From 6 months to From 6 months to 33 yearsyears
The operations of transformation – dismounting and re-
mounting the elements into the new destination – are easy and at 
hand for everybody, requiring no special skills. It is to be noted 
that the structure incorporates all the included elements at each 
stage/variety of  the possible structures. 



33 years to years to 115 years5 years





HandHand paintedpainted folkfolk CradleCradle



Csilla Csilla typetype of of kingking bedbed





Csilla Csilla typetype bedbed



Kincs  Kincs  cabinetcabinet



Thank you for your kind attentionThank you for your kind attention
To get more information To get more information 
please contactplease contact with mewith me
Laszlo KAROLYLaszlo KAROLY
laszlo.karoly1@gmail.comlaszlo.karoly1@gmail.com
+36+36--3030--20552055--402 402 


